
Complete each sentence by arranging the adjectives in the correct order.

Example: George was gifted      two cute little seven-week old beagle      puppies for his 

birthday. (seven-week old, cute, beagle, little, two)

We went around the city in a                                                                                  bus. (new, 

Japanese, large)

1)

At the party, we ate                                                                               ice cream. (vanilla, 

tasty)

2)

Noah lives in a                                                                               house. (Victorian, beautiful)3)

Joshua is a friendly tall young man.

Joshua is a                                                                               man. (tall, friendly, young)4)

My brother and I watched a                                                                               cartoon

yesterday. (new, funny)

5)

Your dad has a                                                                               car. (old, nice, antique, black)  6)

This is an                                                                               necklace. (diamond, expensive) 7)

Amanda has                                                                                gowns. (silk, colorful, !ve) 8)
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Complete each sentence by arranging the adjectives in the correct order.

Example: George was gifted      two cute little seven-week old beagle      puppies for his 

birthday. (seven-week old, cute, beagle, little, two)

We went around the city in a                                                                                  bus. (new, 

Japanese, large)

1) large new Japanese

At the party, we ate                                                                               ice cream. (vanilla, 

tasty)

2) tasty vanilla

Noah lives in a                                                                               house. (Victorian, beautiful)3) beautiful  Victorian

Joshua is a friendly tall young man.

Joshua is a                                                                               man. (tall, friendly, young)4) friendly tall young

My brother and I watched a                                                                               cartoon

yesterday. (new, funny)

5) funny new

Your dad has a                                                                               car. (old, nice, antique, black)  6) nice old black antique

This is an                                                                               necklace. (diamond, expensive) 7) expensive diamond

Amanda has                                                                                gowns. (silk, colorful, !ve) 8) !ve colorful silk
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Summer

Opinion
tiny ant

Determiner/Number
a/an/the two/ten

Size
round clock

Shape
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orange flower

Color

wooden boat

MaterialOrigin

Italian dinner
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